Visualization of intracellular ice formation using high-speed video cryomicroscopy.
A high-speed video cryomicroscopy system was developed, and used to observe the process of intracellular ice formation (IIF) during rapid freezing (130 degrees C/min) of bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells adherent to glass substrates, or in suspension. Adherent cells were micropatterned, constraining cell attachment to reproducible circular or rectangular domains. Employing frame rates of 8000 frames/s and 16,000 frames/s to record IIF in micropatterned and suspended cells, respectively, intracellular crystal growth manifested as a single advancing front that initiated from a point source within the cell, and traveled at velocities of 0.0006-0.023 m/s. Whereas this primary crystallization process resulted in minimal change in cell opacity, the well-known flashing phenomenon (i.e., cell darkening) was shown to be a secondary event that does not occur until after the ice front has traversed the cell. In cells that were attached and spread on a substrate, IIF initiation sites were preferentially localized to the peripheral zone of the adherent cells. This non-uniformity in the spatial distribution of crystal centers contradicts predictions based on common theories of IIF, and provides evidence for a novel mechanism of IIF in adherent cells. A second IIF mechanism was evident in approximately 20% of attached cells. In these cases, IIF was preceded by paracellular ice penetration; the initiation site of the subsequent IIF event was correlated with the location of the paracellular ice dendrite, indicating an association (and possibly a causal relationship) between the two. Together, the peripheral-zone and dendrite-associated initiation mechanisms accounted for 97% of IIF events in micropatterned cells.